
From: Guy Kamanda <guy.kamanda@gmail.com>
Date: 4 March 2017 at 11:39
To: Josef Noll <josefnoll@gmail.com>
CC: "vs@kjellerinnovasjon.no" <vs@kjellerinnovasjon.no>
Subject: Budget Monka - and future operation
Dear Josef and Vidar, 

It is sorry that in our business relation we always have been in this position where you are in 
one side making a block and I m  aside and mostly alone. This is only a fact. This has made 
that all my role and contributions seem to day be transformed as help I get from you...my 
bienfaiteurs..mean I come to you to beg for help, not for defining a problem and technology 
to be exploited in a very innovative business model and create a business opportunity 
beneficial to all. The concept and its development is clearly documented through all the 
project maturation. As part of highly qualified innovation arena, you probably know that I am 
a part of this patented object. I am a fully founder and owner of the Free Web Access and the 
different applications with the all technical engine that I call Yamboo. I am one of  founder. 
Let agree on this...on the contract to be drafted now.  

To reply to your 2 mails that mean the same, I suggest the followings: 

I. Contract on our collaboration and ownership of the concept and technology 

1. As agreed at Datametrix, we need to set up a proper agreement that take into consideration 
our respective contributions with the natural consequence that the Concept and the technical 
solution is a common property. That other entities using it we shall have our/my right 
protected. The fact that a part of this project is developed with the financial aid of the 
university or research council in Norway don't mean that I loose my right and ownership. 
Simply said I have to be paid, get salary to my work, my due. This contract process can be 
done while we are implementing the service the point II. 
2. Define sectors of applications and service and estimate the price of the invention and the 
technology  

II. Project implementation 

1. Get in place the cedesurk agreement: I will transfer the existing agreement Monka - 
Cedesurk to Basic Internet so Monka be in charge of project execution and local owner and 
responsible of the technique and Technology. Remember I bring IPExtenso, today you have a 
financial commitment with them. Guy have to work for free. Excuse-me I have a feeling that 
this sound natural for you...should have been the same with Inet, Cedesurk, Finn, AUF, etc... 
2. Get in life asap the Monka platform. Means continue where we stopped. Pay the unpaid 
bills prior to do any thing. Here I mean connect the Local access core to the corresponding 
controller and Billing in Norway. ( See your mails for the unpaid bills on the 20.000$ 
budget...I pay a lot from private economy the documentation is available...but for the 
Cedesurk-Inet this shall be paid prior to all. In Norway they will do the same with inkasso 10 
times the start fee. The technicians who work for the project are part of the Cedesurk ITs 
technician network in Kinshasa). 
3. Connect the free local academic and other educational content from Cedesurk with UPN as 
test site 
4. Extend to 3-4 Kinshasa other universities
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5. Connect the Yamboo to Kinix, call also Point d'echange where all mobile operators and 
ISP are interconnected( I think this point shall move to 4 if the project will live with 
commercial revenue).
6. Extend the access to 2 remote sites, Lisala included. The second one is Bukavu ISP border 
to Burundi and Tanzania
7. Training on the controller and its local transfer to Kinshasa following the agreement in I.  

II. Escalate the Concept and Technology in all Africa   

1.Use the example of Congo to extend the service in other African countries 
2. Contract with AUF for the french speaking and extend the collaboration to other content, 
education and knowledge provider to get a more integrated and broad perspective
3. Integrate the Academic Content concept to the Belintersat capacity ( Guy Lerisson, France)
  
III. Others: 

Regarding your point 3. We have been in such promesses all the way. I suggest that we dont 
continue in that way. The contract will clarify or shall address the concrete issues and 
possible resolutions. I can let you know as one founder of the concept, I know  the different 
services and applications. Of course I will not finish all.  We can not accept longer that 
Monka get its operation stopped months and years...no, absolutely not....See the different 
mails, this documented. You can work on  a side while the other is working....See the 
Runcom mails and exchanges. On the other side lets do business with the same care and 
rules, ethics as when we do it in Norway, in Europe. Me and mines have to be recompensed 
for our contributions. 

I bring Guy Lerisson as you bring at a time the Indo-American Professor for facilitation. 
Once you/we agree we can start setting a time line for the implementation and rollout. I think 
you have no benefice in denying me and my people our right and work. We too on our side 
need to be cooperative so that we deploy our solution, fruit of very great effort and 
abnegation to reach the now result.  

Best Regards

Guy 


